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NACA RM E56C30 CONFIDENTIAL 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NACA REPORTS ON CONTROL OF TURBOJET ENGINES 
By John C. Sanders 
INTRODUCTION 
An annotated bibliography of NACA reports containing information 
of interest to designers and manufacturers of controls for turbojet 
engines is needed primarily because NACA reports are published as seg-
ments of information are discovered. Furthermore, many reports of in-
terest are not found in a normal index because the title makes no 
specific reference to controls. This report therefore presents a list-
ing of all NACA reports containing information pertinent to the control 
of turbojet engines. 
This bibliography lists the reports under the eleven major topics, 
starting, acceleration, flame-out, temperature control, stability and 
dynamics of small disturbances, combustion dynamics, engine inlet dif-
fuser control, steady-state engine performance, fuel systems, sensors, 
and general control system theory. Under each topic, mention is made 
of several problems that have been studied, and one or two appropriate 
reports are cited . 
Listed under each topic are NACA reports containing information 
significantly related to the particular topic. In a few instances, 
references to periodical literature are made where the work is not 
available in NACA reports. 
Documents in the NACA Report series (designated NACA Rep.) may be 
obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington 25, D. C. Technical Notes (designated NACA TN), Re-
search Memorandums (designated NACA RM), and the several professional 
society papers by NACA authors that are cited may be obtained from 
NACA Headquarters, 1512 H. Street, N. W., Washington 25, D. C. 
STARTING 
~ Some of the problems cOllllected with starting that influence control 
design are (1) cranking, (2) windmilling} (3) ignition} (4) propagation 
of flame, (5) acceleration from cranking speed to operating speed, and 
(6) damage to engine incurred in starting . 
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CONFIDENTIAL NACA RM E56C30 
Some experimental observations of required cranking speed and 
starter power for a centrifugal turbojet engine are given by Koenig and 
Dandois (RM E7L17), but no reports on the general problems of cranking 
have been published . Windmilling characteristics of several engines 
are surveyed by Wallner and Welna (RM E51J23), and some general con-
clusions concerning windmilling are presented. The accessory drive 
power available in windmilling for one engine is shown by Walker and 
Fenn (RM E52D30) . 
"" I Ignition characteristics are presented by Straight and McCafferty £ ! 
(RM E55G2S) in a general survey. Fundamental factors influencing ig- ~ I 
nition are explored in a series of papers by Swett (RM's E9E17, E51J12, 
E52J 28, E54F29a, and E55I16). Fuel-flow requirements for ignition of 
a turbojet engine are described by Rayle and Douglass (RM E50H16a). 
Ignitor - spark requirements are presented by Foster and Straight (RM 
E54A14), and design trends to improve ignition are discussed by Armstrong 
and Wilsted (RM E52I03) . Effects of fuel-nozzle design and fuel-spray 
pattern on ignition are discussed in several reports, one of which is 
by Gold and Straight (RM ESD14). Effects of fuel volatility on ignition 
are presented by Braithwaite and Sivo (RM E53Lll) . 
Factors affecting flame propagation from ignited combustors to 
adjacent unignited ones (including required fuel - flow manipulation) are 
given by Armstrong and Wilsted (RM E52I03). Acceleration characteristics , 
temperatures of turbine blades, and fuel -flow requirements for acceler-
ating from ignition and cranking speed to a useful operating speed are 
presented by Phillips (RM E55L22). Flame - out encountered during ac-
celeration to useful operating speed is shown by Golladay and Bloomer 
(RM E5OG07 ) • 
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ACCELERATION 
Characteristics 
Acceleration from cranking speed to useful operating speed was 
investigated by Phillips (RM E55L22); acceleration in the useful oper-
ating range is discussed by Stiglic, Schmidt, and Delio (RM E54H24). 
5 
In both these reports, maps showing speed, fuel flow, turbine discharge 
temperature, and acceleration are presented. The report by Phillips 
shows the transfer function of turbine blade temperature over the com-
plete speed range, thereby making possible the estimation of transient 
blade temperatures in response to arbitrary manipulation of fuel flow. 
Acceleration characteristics of a single-spool turbojet engine are 
derived from component characteristics by Otto and Taylor (Rep. 1011). 
Acceleration of a two - spool turbojet engine as determined from co~ponent 
characteristics is presented by Dugan (RM E54L2S). 
Effects of altitude and flight Mach number on acceleration are de-
scribed by Wallner and Lubick (RM E54I2S). The variability of engine 
acceleration with engine overhaul and with different engines of the same 
model is shown by Wallner and Lubick (RM E54I2S). The change of accel-
eration with rapidly repeated acceleration is demonstrated by Mallett 
and Groesbeck (RM E55G27). The effects of changes in the air-pressure 
profile at the compressor inlet was explored by Harry and Lubick (RM 
E54K26). 
Control 
Schedules suitable for use in acceleration controls are discussed 
by Oppenheimer and Pack (RM E53H26). Compressor inlet-guide-vane ad-
justment was investigated by Dobson and Wallner (RM E54I30), and turbine-
stator adjustment by Walker and Jansen (RM E54G26a). The effectiveness 
of compressor inlet baffles in suppressing rotating stall is discussed 
by Huntley, Huppert, and Calvert (RM E54G09). Effects on the stall 
limit of bleeding air from between stages of the compressor was explored 
by Mallett and Groesbeck (RM E55G27). A search for prestall warning 
signals is reported by Delio and Stiglic (RM E54I15). A control system 
using a stall detector was investigated by Novik, Heppler, and Stiglic 
(RM E55H03). A peak-holding control for maintaining maximum compressor 
discharge pressure during acceleration is analyzed by Delio (RM E56BlO). 
Tests of a closed-loop control designed for following a temperature 
schedule during acceleration are described by Heppler, Stiglic and Novik 
(RM E56C08); a similar study for a schedule of maximum acceleration 
signal is presented by Stiglic, Heppler, and Novik (RM E56C07). 
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6 CONFIDENTIAL NACA RM E56C30 
Means for Avoiding Rotor Acceleration 
Means for improving thrust control without changing engine rotor 
speed have been sought . Thrust reversers were explored by Povolny, 
Steffen, and McArdle (TN 3664). Compressor inlet throttling, coupled 
with opening the jet nozzle, was explored by Harp, Velie, and Mallett 
(RM E54F21) . 
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Flame-out occurs when combustion is inadvertently extinguished 
upon accelerating from cranking speed, when compressor surge is en-
countered, when quick changes in fuel flow are made, and when a high 
altitude and low engine speed are reached. 
The limits of fuel flow above which flame-out occurs during ac-
celeration are shown in a bench test of a combustor by Straight and 
McCafferty (RM E55G28) and by Friedman and Zettle (RM E54Ell). Cases 
9 
of flame-out resulting from compressor stall during acceleration are 
reported by Conrad, Bloomer, and Sobolewski (RM E5lEOS). Although care-
fully obtained records of deceleration, such as those of Vasu and Hinde 
have been examined (RM E52E23), very few have shown a lean mixture flame-
out. Steady-state flame-out limits at altitudes from 5000 to 50,000 
feet are shown by Bloomer (RM E9126). 
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
Temperature - control problems that have been studied are correlation 
between blade-material temperature and gas - temperature sensing element) 
temperature distributions in passages where gas temperatures are meas-
ured) temperature during starting) and simultaneous control of tempera-
ture and speed. (Means for measuring gas temperature are treated in 
another section of this paper entitled SENSORS . ) 
Thermocouple measurements of turbine -blade temperature are reported 
by Farmer (RM E7L12 ). Experimental correlations between turbine-blade 
temperature and temperature - sensing stations that are practical for con-
trol are presented by Phillips (RM E55L22). This report describes ef-
fects of altitude on the correlations. Temperature distributions at the 
combustion -chamber outlet were surveyed by Mark and Zettle (RM E9I22) 
and by Zettle and Friedman (RM E54L21a). Combustor - liner temperatures 
are reported by Butze and Wear (RM E55A24). Turbine-disk temperatures 
are reported by Morse and Johnston (RM E54K30a). 
Turb~_ne-blade temperatures during starting were also observed by 
Morse and Johnston (RM E54K30a). Experimental and theoretical investi-
gations of transient temperature throughout the turbine blade during 
starting are presented by Phillips (RM E55L22). This report also con-
tains a map of engine acceleration as a function of gas temperature in 
the starting speed range. 
A theoretical study of simultaneous control of turbine discharge -
gas temperature and engine speed was made by Pack and Phillips (TN 3112) . 
Some experimental data on the stability of a closed-loop control between 
turbine discharge temperature and fuel flow are presented by Heppler} 
Stiglic) and Novik (RM E56C08). 
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Bell, Arthur H., and Farmer, J. Elmo: Transient Operating Characteris-
tics of a Turbojet Engine When Subjected to Step Changes in Fuel Flow. 
NACA RM E9K25a, 1950. 
Butze, Helmut F., and Wear, Jerrold D.: Performance of a Tubular Tur-
bojet Combustor at High Pressures and Temperatures. NACA RM E55A24, 
1955 . 
Cesaro, Richard S., Koenig, Robert J., and Pack, George J.: Experimental 
Analysis of a Pressure - Sensitive System for Sensing Gas Temperature. 
NACA TN 2043, 1950 . 
Farmer, J. Elmo: Relation of Nozzle -Blade and Turbine-Bucket Tempera-
tures to Gas Temperatures in a Turbojet Engine. NACA RM E7L12, 1948. 
Freche, John C., and McKinnon, Roy A. : Investigation of Turbojet Engine 
Performance at Speeds and Gas Temperatures Above Rated Using Turbine-
Blade External Water-Spray Cooling from Stationary Injection Orifices. 
NACA RM E54G30, 1954. 
Heppler, Herbert J., Stiglic, Paul M., and Novik, David : Analytical and 
Experimental Investigation of a Temperature-Schedule Acceleration Con-
trol for a Turbojet Engine. NACA RM E56C08, 1956 . 
Hood, Richard, and Phillips, William E., Jr . : Dynamic Response of 
Turbine-Blade Temperature to Exhaust -Gas Temperature for Gas-Turbine 
Engines. NACA RM E52A14, 1952. 
Huntley, S. C. , Sivo, Jos eph N., and Walker , Curtis L. : Effect of Cir-
cumferential Total-Pressure Gradients Typical of Single-Inlet Instal -
lations on Performance of an Axial-Flow Turbojet Engine. NACA RM 
E54K26a, 1955. 
Koenig, Robert J., and Dandois, Marcel: Control During Starting of Gas-
Turbine Engines. NACA RM E7L17, 1948. 
Mark, Herman, and Zettle, Eugene V.: Effect of Air Distribution on 
Radial Temperature Distribution i n One-Sixth Sector of Annular Turbo-
jet Combustor . NACA RM E9I22, 1950. 
Morse, C. R., and Johnston, J . R.: Temperatures in a J47-25 Turbojet-
Engine Combustor and Turbine Sections During Steady-State and Tran-
sient Operation in a Sea-Level Test Stand . NACA RM E54K30a, 1955. 
Morse, C. R., and Kemp, R. H.: Evaluation of a Compressor Bleed System 
for Rim Cooling the Turbine Wheel of a Turbojet Engine. NACA RM 
E53L22b, 1954. 
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Pack, George J., and Phillips, W. E., Jr.: Analog Study of Interacting 
and Noninteracting Multiple -Loop Control Systems for Turbojet Engines. 
NACA TN 3112, 1954. 
Phillips, W. E., Jr.: Temperature-Control Study of Turbine Region of 
Turbojet Engine, Including Turbine-Blade Time Constants and Starting 
Characteristics. NACA RM E55L22, 1956. 
Smith, Ivan D., Braithwaite, W. M., and Calvert, Howard F.: Effect of 
Inlet -Air-Flow Distortions on Steady- State Performance of J65-B-3 
Turbojet Engine . NACA RM E55I09, 1956. 
Weeton, J. W., Clauss, F. J., and Johnston, J. R.: Performance of As-
Forged, Heat-Treated, and Overaged S-816 Blades in a Turbojet Engine. 
NACA RM E54K17, 1955. 
Wilsted, H. D., Duffy, Robert T., and Grey, Ralph E.: Operating Temper-
atures of 1-40- 5 Turbojet Engine Burner Liners and the Effect of Tem-
perature Variation on Burner-Liner Service Life. NAeA RM E8F29, 1948 . 
Zettle, Eugene V., and Friedman, Robert: Performance of Experimental 
Channeled-Wall Annular Turbojet Combustor at Conditions Simulating 
High-Altitude Supersonic Flight. I - U-Shaped Channel Walls for 
Secondary-Air Entry. NACA RM E54L21a, 1955. 
Zettle, Eugene V., and Mark, Herman: Simulated Altitude Performance of 
Two Annular Combustors with Continuous Axial Openings for Admission 
of Primary Air. NACA RM E50E18a, 1950. 
Zettle, Eugene V., Norgren, Carl T., and Mark, Herman H.: Combustion 
Performance of Two Experimental Turbojet Annular Combustors at Condi-
tions Simulating High-Altitude Supersonic Flight. NACA RM E54A15, 
1954. 
STABI~ITY AND DYNAMICS OF SMALL DISTURBANCES 
The dynamics of a turbojet engine with fixed jet area was investi-
gated by Craig, Vasu, and Schmidt (RM E53C17), and of a turbojet engine 
with variable jet area by Delio and Rosenzweig (RM E5lK19). The high-
frequency spectrum of engine dynamics was explored by Delio and Stiglic 
(RM E54I15). The law of similarity for estimating the effects of alti -
tude pressure and temperature on engine time constant is given by Otto 
and Taylor (Rep. 1011) . A method of estimating engine time constant was 
developed by Gold and Rosenzweig (RM E5lK21). A convenient analog repre -
sentation of the linear dynamics of a turbojet engine is presented by 
Ketchum and Craig (TN 2826). An experimental demonstration of the ap-
plicability of linear dynamiC analysis to the design of speed control 
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is given by Dandois and Novik (TN 2642), and a similar demonstration 
for temperature control is given by Heppler , Stiglic, and Novik (RM 
E56C08). Test techniques and instrumentation for determining dynamic 
characteristics are described by Delio (TN 2634). 
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Experimental Investigation of a Temperature- Schedule Acceleration Con-
trol for a Turbojet Engine . NACA RM E56C08, 1956 . 
Ketchum, J. R. , and Craig , R . T .: Simulation of Linearized Dynamics of 
Gas-Turhine Eneines . NACA TN 2826, 1952 . 
Novik, David: Some Linear Dynamics of Two - Spool Turbojet Engines. NACA 
TN 3274, 1956 . 
Otto, Edward W., and Taylor, Burt L . , III : 
gine Considered as a Quasi - Static System . 
(Supersedes NACA TN 2091 . ) 
Dynamics of a Turbojet En-
NACA Rep. 1011, 1951. 
COMBUSTION DYNAMICS 
The frequency response of combustor pressure to disturbances in 
fuel flow to a turbojet engine can be found in a report by Delio and 
Stiglic (RM E54I15 ). An empirical transfer function for combustion dy-
namics was matched with experimental data on a turboprop engine by Craig, 
Nakanishi, and Wile (RM E55C23 ). The time delay in a turbojet-engine 
combustor response to change in fuel flow is shown by Heppler, Stiglic, 
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and Novik (RM E56C08) . The effects of sinusoidally var ying air flow on 
the combust ion efficiency in a ram- jet combustor was explored by Dangle, 
Cervenka, and Perchonok (RM E54D01) . 
Data on dynamics of afterburner combustion are not available. Ob -
servations by Vasu, Wilcox, and Himmel (RM E54H10) on ram-jet combustors 
may be indicative of afterburner dynamics. 
Further references of interest in connection with combustion dy -
namics will be found in the bibliography on fuel systems. 
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ENGINE INLET-DIFFUSER CONTROL 
Experimental steady-state operation of a diffuser control is de-
scribed by Leissler and Nettles (RM E54I27). Some observations of the 
dynamics of diffuser controls are presented by Wilcox (RM E55JIO). Prob-
lems in sensing diffuser normal - shock position are given by Wilcox and 
Perchonok (RM E55L14 ). 
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tion of an On -Off Inlet Shock-Position Control on a 16-Inch Ram-Jet 
Engine. NACA RM E54I21, 1954 . 
STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE 
The general laws of similarity for turbojet engines are stated by 
Sanders and Behun (TN 1927) . Experimental data illustrating the effects 
of altitude on performance are given by Fleming (RM E51J15) and by 
Kaufman and Dobson (RM E54F22) . Effects of pressure profile at the 
compressor inlet on engine performance were explored by Conrad, Hanson, 
and McAulay (RM E55A04 ). 
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J3 5 
Walker) Curtis L.) Huntley) S. C.) and Braithwaite) W. M.: Component 
and Over-All Performance Evaluation of an Axial-Flow Turbojet Engine 
over a Range of Engine-Inlet Reynolds Numbers. NACA RM E52B08) 1952. 
XT38 
Essig) R. H.) and Schulze, F. W.: Altitude Performance and Operational 
Character istics of an XT38-A-2 Turboprop Engine. NACA RM E53L18a) 1954. 
J40 
McAulay, JDhn E.) and Kaufman, Harold R.: Altitude Wind Tunnel Investi -
gation of the Prototype J40-WE-8 Turbojet Engine Without Afterburner. 
NACA RM E52K10, 1953. 
J47 
Conrad) E. William, and Sobolewski, Adam E.: Altitude-Wind-Tunnel In-
vestigation of J47 Turbojet-Engine Performance. NACA RM E9G09, 1949. 
J47D (RX1-l) 
Conrad, E. William) and McAulay, John E.: Altitude-Wind-Tunnel Investi -
gation of Performance Characteristics of a J47D Prototype (RX1- l) 
Turbojet Engine with Variable-Area Exhaust Nozzle. NACA RM E51C15, 
1951. 
J65 
Huntley, S. C., Huppert, Merle C., and Calvert, Howard F.: Effect of 
Inlet-Air Baffles on Rotating-Stall and Stress Characteristics of an 
Axial-Flow Compressor in a Turbojet Engine. NACA RM E54G09, 1955. 
J73 
Budinger, Ray E., and Kaufman) Harold R.: Investigation of the Perform-
ance of a Turbojet Engine with Variable-Position Compressor Inlet 
Guide Vanes. NACA RM E54L23a, 1955. 
YJ73-GE-3 
Kaufman, Harold R., and Dobson, Wilbur F.: 
Turbojet Engine in Altitude Test Chamber. 
Nene 
Performance of YJ73-GE-3 
NACA RM E54F22, 1955. 
Barson, Zelmar, and Wilsted, H. D.: Altitude-Chamber Performance of 
British Rolls-Royce Nene II Engine. 
Jet Nozzle. NACA RM E9I23, 1949. 
I - Standard 18.75-Inch-Diameter 
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Conrad, E. William, Hanson, Morgan P., and McAulay, John E.: Effects of 
Inlet-Air-Flow Distortion on Steady-State Altitude Performance of an 
Axial-Flow Turbojet Engine. NACA RM E55A04, 1955. 
Fleming, William A.: Effects of Altitude on Turbojet Engine Performance. 
NACA RM E5lJ15, 1951. 
Sanders, Newell D., and Behun, Michael: Generalization of Turbojet-
Engine Performance in Terms of Pumping Characteristics. NACA TN 1927, 
1949. 
FUEL SYSTEMS 
Metering of fuel, distribution of fuel to several injection points, 
and transient response of fuel systems have been studied. Metering 
characteristics were explored by Gold and Straight (RM E8D14), and dis-
tribution by Straight and Gold (RM E50F05) . Design formulas for con-
structing fuel systems having a specified transient response, together 
with illustrative experimental data, is given by Otto, Gold, and Hiller 
(TN 3445). Data on the transient behavior of fuel systems with duplex 
fuel nozzles is presented by McCafferty and Donlon (RM E55H03a). Ob-
servations of the transient response of fuel systems with long pipes are 
shown by Vasu, Wilcox, and Himmel (RM E54HIO). Theoretical and experi-
mental information on the transmission through a long hydraulic line is 
treated by Rothrock (Rep . 396) . 
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of Balanced-Diaphragm Fuel Distributors for Gas-Turbine Engines. NACA 
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SENSORS 
Sensors for measuring temperature, pressure, velocity or mass flow, 
fuel flow, engine acceleration, and engine thrust have been investigated. 
Temperature 
Reports on thermocouple design and accuracy have been prepared by 
Stickney (TN 3455) and Simmons (RM E54G22a). Theoretical and experi-
mental information on thermocouple time response is presented by Scadron 
and Warshawsky (TN 2599). Means of electrical compensation to minimize 
the effects of thermocouple time delay are treated by Shepard and 
Warshawsky (TN 2703). Equipment for measuring turbine-blade temperature 
is described by Morse and Johnston (RM E54K30a) . 
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Pressure 
A general and simplif ied treatment of the dynamic response of pres -
sure sensors is descr i bed by Delio, Schwent, and Cesaro (TN 1988). De -
tails of a pressure s ensor capable of sensing pressures from zero to 
high frequency are presented by Patterson (TN 2659). Delio and Stiglic 
(RM ES4I1S ) and Vas u, Wilcox, and Himmel (RM E54H10) give the measured 
frequency responses of s everal pressure sensors. 
Air and Fue l Flow 
Des i gn and test of a hot-wire anemometer suitable for measuring 
rapidl y changing air flow are reported by Shepard (TN 3406). Delio 
and Schwent (RM E51D27) describe a fuel-flow sensor suitable for meas -
uring fluctuating fuel flows. 
Engine Acceleration 
Measurement and recording of engine acceleration are described by 
Schmidt, Va su, and McGraw (RM E53B10). 
Engine Thrust 
A t hrust sensor suitable for flight testing is described by Fleming 
and Gabriel (RM E55D05a), and one suitable for laboratory use is described 
by Delio a nd Schwent (RM E5lD27). 
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GENERAL CONTROL SYSTEM THEORY 
The general areas in which research has been done on control systems 
are definition and selection of optimum controls , multiple - loop controls, 
peak-holding or optimalizing controls, control with saturation effects, 
on-off controls, and dynamic description of physical systems . 
Optimum Controls 
Boksenbom and Hood (Rep. 1068) propose that an optimum control mini -
mize certain integrals that are indicative of disadvantages such as ac-
cumulation of damage or loss of impulse . They apply variational methods 
to specify the analytical form as well as the coefficients for the con-
trol. Examples for controlling one manipulated variable are given . Ex -
perimental application of this approach is reported by Dandois and Novik 
(TN 2642) . A tentative extension of the theory to multiple-loop controls 
is presented by Boksenbom, Novik , and Heppler (TN 2939). 
A satisfactory period of damping is chosen as a criterion for control 
adjustment by Sternfield and Gates (TN 1859), and a method for selecting 
the coefficients of the differential equations of motion to satisfy the 
criterion is devised for an aircraft . 
Multiple-Loop Controls 
Multiple - loop controls are applicable where several manipulated 
variables exist and several output variables must be constrained . 
Boksenbom and Hood (Rep . 980) outline a general method of selecting a 
control that will permit changing one output by simultaneous manipula-
tion of all manipulated variables in such a manner that the other output 
variables (to a total of one less than the manipulated variables) do not 
change during the transient . Pack and Phillips (Rep. 1212) present an 
analog study of the application of this control principle to the control 
of a turbojet engine , where engine speed and turbine gas temperature 
are constrained simultaneously . 
Peak-Holding or Optimalizing Controls 
Specific applications of the principles of peak-holding controls 
have been explored . Delio and Stiglic (RM E54I15) present experimental 
data on acceleration characteristics of an engine together with a dis -
cussion of applications of a peak-holding control for acceleration . 
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Novik, Heppler , and Stiglic (RM E55H03) present experimental results of 
a control designed to hold peak pressure in the compressor during accel-
eration. Delio (RM E56B10) made an analog study of a peak -holding con-
trol for the case of a system showing a discontinuity in the region of 
the peak of its characteristics. Vasu, Wilcox, and Himmel (RM E54H10) 
show experimental operation of a peak-holding control for regulation of 
the performance of a ram-jet engine. 
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